HARISH-CHANDRA
In an earlier paper [5] we have established a close relationship between an irreducible representation of a semisimple Lie group on a Banach space and the corresponding representation of its Lie algebra. The object of the present paper is to make a deeper study of the representations of the algebra. We shall show that every irreducible representation of the group (at least in case it is complex) is infinitesimally equivalent to one constructed in a certain standard way (Theorem 4). This is the principal result of this paper. Although the proof is rather long the idea behind it is quite simple and has been employed before (see [3] ). It can be explained as follows. Let 93 be the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g of our group. The finitedimensional representations of 93 are very well known and their knowledge enables us to deduce certain algebraic identities in 93. Since these identities must be preserved in every representation, they provide us with useful information about infinite-dimensional representations as well. Roughly speaking one can say that the representations of finite degree are characterised by a certain set of parameters which take integral values. If we keep to the same algebraic pattern but give arbitrary complex values to these parameters we obtain the infinite-dimensional representations. The results of this paper were obtained in the summer of 1951 and they have been announced in a short note [4(b) ].
1. Proof of Theorem 1. Let g0 be a semisimple Lie algebra over the field R oí real numbers. We denote by g its complexification.
Define Î, p, f0, and po as in [5, Part I] . Let c be the center of f and V the derived algebra of f. Then Ï' is semisimple and f is the direct sum of c and V. Moreover Ï is reductive in g (see [5, Lemma 3] ). Let ß' be the set of all equivalence classes of finitedimensional simple representations of f. Let ti'F denote the subset consisting of all 35' £ß' which occur in the reduction of some finite-dimensional representation of g with respect to Ï'. Let 93 be the universal enveloping algebra of g and H, X' the subalgebras of 93 generated by (1, Ï) and (1, f) respectively. Our main object at present is to prove the following theorem which provides the basis for most of our subsequent arguments. We shall often refer to the elements of FXC [y] as polynomials in (y) with coefficients in F. In accordance with this interpretation we shall write V[y] to denote FXC [y] . The value of such a polynomial at the point yj = u,; líkjSr (a¡EC), is the element in F obtained by replacing each y¡ by u¡. If F is an algebra we define multiplication in V[y] according to the rule (»1/1) Kf2) = (z>rz>2) (/1/2) (»1, »26 V; fu ft EC [y] ). This makes V[y] into an algebra. Now consider the symmetric algebra 5(g) over g. We identify 5(g) with the algebra of polynomial functions on g as explained in [5] . Moreover if I is a linear subspace of g the symmetric algebra 5(1) may be regarded as a subalgebra of 5(g). Let X denote the canonical mapping of 5(g) into 93 which was defined in [5, §2] . Since g is the direct sum of p, f, and c, it follows from Lemma 10 of [5] 
that the mapping if, g, &)->X(/)X(g)X(A) is a linear isomorphism of the tensor product 5(p)X5(f')X5(c)
with 93. Put <ß=X(5(p)), S =X(5(c)). If (w,)ígí, (Xj),£i>, (yk)kc=.i" are bases for TJ5, H', and Ê respectively, then WiXf/k and x/y* respectively are bases for 93 and Ï. This fact should be constantly borne in mind during the following discussion.
We know that the simply-connected analytic group G corresponding to g* = fo + ( -l)1/2Po is compact. Let K and K' be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to f0 and í0' = ÍT\to-We can choose a base Y{, is a linear function on c we shall denote by a"ib) the value of the polynomial avib) at the point yj=niYj), 1 ^j^r.
Now we come to the proof of Theorem 1 which would consist of three stages.
First reduction. Let bo be an element in 93 which is not in 93 §)'. Then we have to find an ÜTJÍ£EF( §)') such that boE^i-We can write b0 in the form bo= X)jtf wmYm ÍwmE^Ü').
Since £>o(£93 §)', the elements wM cannot all lie Em^W-But 93g) = <ßg) and therefore <ßg)f^*' = <ß(g)n*') = W-(In order to prove these statements we have to make use of our earlier remarks about bases.) Hence afL(bo)E($W-But aßib0)= XX1 /;(m)w« mod Tßg)' and Wi (l^i'^s) are linearly independent mod $g)' and /i(ju)5¿0. Therefore a"(&o)€EW and we get a contradiction.
This shows that ¿>o€E93g). Moreover since g)' = X'ng) and r-píT) mod g) (TGc) we may identify ï/g) and ï'/g)' in a natural way. Let p be the natural representation of Í on ï/g). Then p coincides on f with its natural representation p' on £'/g)'. Since the equivalence class of p' lies in ß/ it is clear that p' can be extended to a representation of K' on X'/g)'. Hence if we bear in mind the fact that the linear function ¡x is integral, we see easily that p can also be extended to a representation of K on ï/g). Now K is a closed(2) subgroup of the compact group G and therefore every finite-dimensional simple representation of K occurs in the reduction of some representation of G of the same type. This shows that the class 35 of p occurs in the reduction of some finite-dimensional representation of g. Hence it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let g) be a maximal left ideal in ï such that the natural representation of t on X/%) is finite-dimensional and its equivalence class occurs in the reduction of some finite-dimensional representation of a with respect to f. Then 93g)= fi SDÎ where F(g)) is the set of all left ideals 'OR in 93 containing g) for which dim 93/ÜD? <°o.
The second step. We shall first prove this lemma in the special case when g) = ïf. Let 2 denote the set of all finite-dimensional simple representations ir of g such that the zero representation of f occurs in tt. Let ttT denote the kernel of ir in g.
(2) This is seen as follows. We know that to is the subalgebra of gt which consists of all points which are left fixed by an automorphism of gjt of order two. K is therefore the component of identity of the subgroup of G consisting of the fixed points of the corresponding automorphism of G. Hence K is closed.
Lemma 2. C]T^snTCt-
Consider the compact groups G and K defined above and let F be the factor space G/K consisting of all cosets of the form xK (xEG). Then G operates on F in the usual fashion. Let C( V) be the space of all continuous functions on F. For any fEC(V) and xEG define p(x)f as the function v^>f(x~1v) (vE V) on F. Then the mapping p: x->p(x) is a representation of G on C(V). LetCo(F) be the set of those elements fEC(V) whose transforms p(x)f (xEG) span a finite-dimensional subspace. Then it is well known that every continuous function on F is the uniform limit of functions in Co(V). Let us denote by Vo the coset K regarded as a point of F. Then if xEK, xr^o^Vo-Hence we can find a continuous function/on F such that f(x_1vo) ^f(vo). Since/can be approximated uniformly by elements in C0( F) we may assume that / lies in Co(V). Let U be the linear space spanned by p(y)f (yEG) and let pu be the representation of G induced on U. Then pu is a finite-dimensional continuous representation of G and since p(x)f¿¿f, x does not lie in the kernel of pu-G being compact, pu is fully reducible and so we can find a simple component o~x of pu such that x is not in the kernel of or,. On the other hand it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity relation (see Weil [7, p. 83] ) that the trivial representation of K occurs in ax. Now let XE&k, XE^o-Then we can find a real number / such that exp t XEKConsider the representation ax corresponding to x = exp / X. Then if ir is the representation of g* (and therefore of g) corresponding to ax it is clear that 7r£2 and XEv*. This shows nHg/t Cfo where n = n»es nT. Let n be the conjugation of g with respect to g& so that 77(Z+(-l)1/2F)=X-(-l)1/2F (X, FGg*)-Let 2" be the set of all matrix representations in 2. Then it is clear that rt= n»-gs0 nT. Now corresponding to any 7r£20 define a representation a-by the rule t(X) = ir(-n(X)) (XE&) where T(r¡(X)) is the complex-conjugate of the matrix ir(ri(X)). It is obvious that tE^o, and ni = ?;(nT) and therefore 77(n)=rt. Hence if XEn, X+t)(X) and (-iyi2(X-V(X)) are both in nP\gACfo. Therefore XEÎ and this proves the lemma. Now let 21 be the intersection of all left ideals in F(Xt). We have to prove that 21 = 93f. First we shall show that 2IHg = f. Since 21 Df it is enough to prove that 2lP>p = {0}. In order to do this we make use of an argument due to E. Cartan [l] . Let pi = 2tHp and let p2 be the set of all F£p such that B(X, Y) = sp(ad X ad Y) =0 for all XGpi-Since the bilinear form B is nondegenerate on g and since f and p are orthogonal under B it follows that B is nondegenerate on p and therefore p = pi+p2, pinp2={o}.
Let XEpi, YEpi, and Now suppose pi t^ {0} and let X¿¿0 be an element in pi. Then from Lemma 2 we can find a finite-dimensional simple representation tt of g such that w(X)^Q and the zero representation of f occurs in ir. Choose a vector xj/^O in the representation space such that ir(Z)\{/ = 0 for all ZEt-We extend ir to a representation of 93 and consider the set 9JJ of all elements &G93 such that ir(b)^ = 0. Then it is obvious that aftGF(ïf) and therefore 5D020pi+I.
Since ir is irreducible and pi+I is an ideal in g and since 7r(pi-fT)^'C?r(5ft)i/' = {0}, it follows that ir(F)=0 for all YE Pi+1. Therefore in particular tt(X) = 0. Since this contradicts our choice of tt, p! = {0}. Let p' be the linear subspace of 93 spanned by the set (p, 1). We claim that p'n2l= {0}. For suppose c+ FG21 (cEC, FGp). Then it follows from the above result that if Fp^O we can find an irreducible representation it of g on a finite-dimensional space F and a vector \¡/¿¿0 in F such that ir(X)if/ = 0 for all XEt and ir(Y)\[/¿¿0. Consider the representation ir2 of g (and therefore of 93) induced on FX V. Let ST/?* and <$flT} respectively be the set of those elements ¿G93 for which ir(b)\{/ = 0 and fl"2(6)(^XiA) =0-Then it is obvious that äft* and m,t are both in F(ïf) and therefore 2IC3«Tr\50cT2. Now let Y' = c+ Y. Then 0 = x2(F')(^ X 1>) -7r(F'W Xt + tX x(F'W -c(* X *) = -d* X t) since F'G2I. Hence c = 0 and therefore FG2inp={o}.
This proves that 21 Ap' = {0}. Since dim p' is finite it follows that we can find a finite set We are now in a position to prove Lemma 1 in the case g) = 3£f. Choose a base Yi, ■ ■ • , Yp for p and let Q be any monomial in 5(p) constructed from the elements of this base. Then the elements X(Ç) taken together for all Q form a base for ty. Since 93 ='iß* it follows that 93 = «ß+93f. Now let b0 be an element of 93 which is not in 93f. Then b0 = w mod 93Î where wG^P and w^O. The final step. Now we come to the general case of Lemma 1. We recall that 'iß is the image of 5(p) under X. First we prove the following lemma. v(a)(l* X Ï) = Z (KQ))* X xQ + Z (X(Q))* X bQ (bQ E 93).
101-itf l<2l<Af
Since (\(Q))* (¡O] ÚM) are linearly independent and since not all xq (\Q\ =M) are zero it follows that p(a)il*XÏ)^0. Let äft be the set of all ÖG93 for which v(b)(l*Xl) =0. Since tt(X)1* = 0 (XEÎ) it follows that aftDg). Moreover dim 93/3ftádim (93*X33)<°° and therefore 3ftGF(g)).
Since aGaft, Lemma 1 and therefore Theorem 1 is proved. Similarly sp¡>'(a) =spv'iq). Therefore spp(a) =spi''(a) for all aG-4 and then it follows immediately from the theory of semisimple representations of an associative algebra (see Appendix, Lemma 16) that v and v' are equivalent. Hence WC\A and Wl~\A are equivalent in A. In view of the result proved above this implies that 3ft and 3ft' are equivalent in 93. Hence Theorem 2 is established.
We have established above a 1-1 equivalence-preserving correspondence between elements of M and the maximal left ideals in A* =^4/933c+93,3x-(We observe that 932c+93,3x is a two-sided ideal in A and therefore A* is an algebra.) Since dim A*< °o, A* has only a finite number of inequivalent irreducible representations.
Therefore we get the following corollary. This is the generalisation of a result which has been proved in an earlier paper (Theorem 4 of [3] ).
Let us call a representation it of 93 on F quasisimple if it maps every element of 3 into a scalar multiple of the unit operator and if the representation X-->7r(AT) iXEt)
is quasi semisimple (see [5, §2] ). We denote by Fj> (35 Gß) the set of those elements of F which transform under x(f) according to 35. Let x< be the homomorphism of S into C such that 7r,(z -x«(z)) =0
(zES)-We have seen above that dim FiSDi< » and Vi is irreducible. Now if vi, Vt are equivalent, Xi = X2 and 35i = 352. Therefore Theorem 2 is applicable and we conclude that ti is equivalent to 7r2. 3. Some auxiliary results. In this section we obtain two results whose full significance will appear in a subsequent paper. We keep to the above notation. Let v be the representation of f on 5(p)Xc7 defined as follows:
An element eG5(p)XC7 is called an invariant if p(AT)e = 0 for all XEt-Let 3Î be the set of all invariants. Then it is obvious that 9t is a module over 3.
Chevalley's Theorem. We can choose 2d homogeneous elements e\, e2, ■ ■ -, eid in 5ft such that dt = Zi=iS2d 3e<-Corollary.
The above result holds also if <r instead of being simple is semisimple.
Let U= Ziá*á« Uk where each Uk is stable and simple under a and the sum is direct. Then 9Î= Zi=*=* 9?* where 9îfc = 9în(5(p)X£4).
If we apply the above theorem to each 9t¿ we get the result.
We shall now make use of Chevalley's theorem to prove Theorem 3. Our method is the same as that used in §2 of [5] . Let 5(g) be the symmetric algebra over g. 
We intend to show that the Nd2 elements r(e<j,,-) il^ßeNd, l^jûd) span 93|). Since A7' is independent of 35 this would prove Theorem 3. First of all we claim that r(e^,y)G93|). Let v be the representation of f on 5(p) X U defined as follows:
viX)if X u) = idxf) Xu +fX tt(à> (/ G 5(p), uE U,X Et). Since the sum on the left-hand side is direct we conclude that 93©= E(»In»£).
Hence if A = Zfl.i Cr(e,s,y) it would be sufficient to prove that 93™ H 93s C¿ (m^O). and since 5m(p)XÍ7 is stable and semisimple under f(36), it is easily seen that we can select elements WjESm(p)XU such that Y(Wj) =wf and the space spanned by w¡, i^júd, is invariant and irreducible under v(H). Then it is obvious that ZiS/S«) wiXvj belongs to 5ft and therefore E ») X «,-= Z fßtß ifßEJp). Hence w* -w*'G93f> Moreover
Since TWßGZm^So 5"(p)5(f) (iáfóA) and Y(eßll)E% it follows that by induction hypothesis. Since wf'EA it follows that wj*EA and therefore WEA. This proves our assertion and so the theorem is established.
We shall now prove a lemma which will be of use later. Hence it follows from Lemmas 38 and 39 of [3] that f(x') = x*(z) where z is some element in the center of U. Hence d\ = xa(z). But we know that 7r(z) =xa(z)7t(1) (see proof of Lemma 36 of [3] ). Therefore 7r(z) =<fA7r(l) and this proves our assertion.
4. Proof of the main theorem. Let G be the simply connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g0. Let K and D be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to the subalgebras f0 and Co (co is the center of f0). Let Z be the center of G and let u->u* denote the natural mapping of K on K* = K/DC\Z. We know that K is simply connected and K* is compact (see for example Mostow [6] ). Since there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between the finitedimensional simple representations of K and those of t we may regard any 35Gß as a class of representations of K. Let ß* be the set of all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional simple representations of K*. Since every representation or of K* can also be regarded as a representation u->cr(u*) (uEK) we may consider ß* as a subset of ß.
where A'=A+p (see Weyl [8] ). But we have seen above that Tr(z')if/ -T(ßß(z'))\l/ (z'G36). Therefore Eir(bz)ip = Eir(b)T(ßß(z))iJ/. Let 11' be the set of all elements wG36 such that ßß(w)E\X.
Since w^>ßß(w) (wEX) is a homomorphism it follows that 11' is a subalgebra of 36. Moreover U'Dm and therefore U'DU. Hence ßß(z)EVL and therefore Lemma 11. If aEO., then ^'"(a) =/3"(£"(a)).
For otherwise we could choose v, p such that t\,%ß(a) -ßß(^(a)) ¿¿0. Let N be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to the subalgebra rto = nPig0 of go. For any xEG and vEK put x" =vxv~1 and let x->Ad(x) denote the adjoint representation of G. Extend Ad (x) to an automorphism of 93 over C and put Z>* = Ad (v)b (6G93). Then ii fEL2(K*) and x = Tr," (in the notation of the proof of Lemma 5) we find that
Here A+ is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to bVo and log h (hEA+) denotes the unique element HEbf0 such that exp H = h. From this it follows that if /is an indefinitely differentiable function on K* which is well-behaved under -k then Since this is true for every 35*Gß* and since we know that nE).gn.3c(35*) = {o} (see [2] ) it follows that ßy( Zj x£Áai)) =0. Hence the mapping £",": Then it follows from what we have said above that we can find fli(y) G^4 "(35*) such that ä0 = öi(y). Let ax(p) be the value of cii(y) under the substitution y->p. It is obvious that ai(y) =a1(p). Hence a0-ai(p)=0. Now it is easy to see that if ¿>G93 then I = 0 if and only if &G932c(35o). Hence aQ-a(p) G932c (350) and therefore ftl(a0-a](M))G932c(35à*) and 0_s(p\(ao-ai(/¿))G93i/M2c(35o)) EAyi®*). So aiiy)=ß_yißßia0-aiip)) is in ^"(35*) and a2(ju) =/3_"03"(ao)
-aiip)) =a0 -aiip). Therefore if we put aiy) =Oi(y)-f-a2(y), aip) =a0 and this proves our result. Since 36 = 36/3c(35o*) is a finite-dimensional simple algebra, 2c(3)o*)=n2) where 3J runs over all maximal left ideals in 36 containing 2c(35o*). Therefore 932î(35o*) = n(932)) and so it would be sufficient to prove that ßy( Z b*ztiy))embl \0iq£hd / for every maximal left ideal 2J (in 36) containing 3î(35o*). Suppose then that the above statement is false for some §). We shall often write b(y) instead of b to put in evidence the fact that, being an element of ^4"(35o*), it is a polynomial in (y). Since ?_) is maximal it is clear that we can find m,EC ( [January are analytic functions (see [5, §6] ) on G and so they are completely determined as soon as we know all their partial derivatives at x= 1. Since y is infinitesimally equivalent to x, it follows that the values of these derivatives at x = 1 coincide with the values of the corresponding derivatives of the coefficients of x(x) computed with respect to suitable bases in F®,-(i=l, 2). Hence the two sets of matrix coefficients for 7(x) and x(x) are identical as analytic functions on G. In view of the above result for y the fourth assertion of Theorem 2 of [4(b)] now follows for x.
In particular if a*,a* are both trivial representations of K*,the corresponding matrix coefficient of x(x) is a numerical multiple of/A*e"(r(a:'u*))eA,>(i/(x'*í*))¿M*. However since the value of this coefficient for x=l is 1 the multiplicative constant involved must be 1. is an irreducible representation of zA', 21/ = x(2cy) is a maximal two-sided ideal in <A'. Since <A' is semisimple there exists a two-sided ideal <A¡ in zA' which is complementary to 3Î/. It is clear that <A'j is a simple ideal of zA'. Now if k^j, Wk is not equivalent to xy and therefore 3c* 5^21/. Hence <¡A¡ ^zAk' and therefore zA{, ■ ■ ■ , zA{ are distinct minimal ideals in<A'. But<vf' is the direct sum of its simple ideals and therefore 21/ D<vf* (ky^j). Choose cyGesuch that x(ey) is the unit element of the simple algebra zA'¡. Then since x(ey)G3c* fas^j), x*(ey) = 0. On the other hand x(l-ey)G3c/ and so xy(l-ey)=0. This shows that s*fay)=0 if k 7aj and syfay) = ¿y where ¿y is the degree of xy. The assertion of the lemma is now obvious.
